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DYLAN WILIAM CENTER RESOURCES

BESTSELLER
Embedding Formative 
Assessment
Practical Techniques for K–12 
Classrooms

Dylan Wiliam, Siobhán Leahy
Explores five key instructional strategies, along 
with practical formative assessment techniques 
for implementing each strategy in K-12 
classrooms.

$29.95 Pages: 272 
BPP150112 ISBN: 978-1-941112-29-8

2016

BESTSELLER
Leadership for Teacher Learning
Creating a Culture Where All Teachers 
Improve so That All Students Succeed

Dylan Wiliam
Presents compelling research about changes in classroom 
practice that are likely to impact student achievement.

$29.95 Pages: 288 
BPP150113 ISBN: 978-1-941112-26-7

Creating the Schools Our Children Need
Why What We’re Doing Now Won’t Help Much (And What We Can Do Instead)

Dylan Wiliam
In Creating the Schools Our Children Need, Wiliam breaks down the methods American schools use to improve and the gaps between 
what research tells us works and what we actually do. Wiliam analyzes the three real, implementable improvements that are proven 
to be factors in school success:
• Building a curriculum focused on developing knowledge
• Supporting a culture where every teacher improves
• Applying a framework for evaluating new district initiatives

$29.95 Pages: 216 
BPP180005 ISBN: 978-1-943920-33-4

Embedding Formative Assessment
Professional Development Pack

Dylan Wiliam, Siobhán Leahy
The pack contains everything needed to hold a high-performance professional 
development day and 18 monthly follow-up workshops including:

• The best-selling book, Embedding Formative Assessment: Practical Techniques for 
K-12 Classrooms

• Content-rich disc 1 features materials for nine monthly workshops in year 1, and 
supporting printable materials, as well as six informational presentations by Dylan 
Wiliam

• Companion disc 2 features materials for nine monthly workshops in year 2 and 
includes printable outlines, handouts, agendas, an evaluation form, and other 
materials for ongoing teacher learning community workshops

• Bonus materials include a PDF version of Dylan Wiliam’s timeless publication 
“Assessment for Learning: Why, What and How?” plus 12 video shorts of Dylan 
Wiliam’s “Learning and Teaching Scotland (LTS)” presentation
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$495.00 DLK130001 

Order by 
April 30, 2019

SAVE 20% 
with code LSISPRING19*



BESTSELLER
The Essentials for Standards-Driven 
Classrooms
A Practical Instructional Model for Every Student to 
Achieve Rigor

Carla Moore, Michael D. Toth, Robert J. Marzano
This guide gives teachers a big-picture view of the Essentials model and its 
research-based strategies to  empower educators and leaders to increase 
classroom rigor.

$19.95 Pages: 120 
BPP170001 ISBN: 978-1-943920-15-0   

BESTSELLER
Classroom Techniques for Creating 
Conditions for Rigorous Instruction

Jennifer A. Cleary, Terry A. Morgan, Robert J. Marzano
Offer teachers of all grade levels and subjects a practical guide to help improve 
performances of instructional strategies designed to create conditions for 
rigorous instruction.

$19.95 Pages: 160 
BPP160003 ISBN: 978-1-943920-87-7  

ESSENTIALS FOR ACHIEVING RIGOR  
BOOK SERIES

$19.95  
BPP140008

$19.95  
BPP140003

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-07-6

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-02-1

$19.95 
BPP140007

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-06-9

$19.95  
BPP140010

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-09-0

$19.95 
BPP140005

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-04-5

$19.95  
BPP140009

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-08-3

$19.95   
BPP140006

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-05-2

$19.95  
BPP140004

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-03-8

NEW
The Essential Flipbook for Achieving Rigor

Edited by Amy M. Dujon
This guide is designed to provide classroom teachers with an overview of the 
key criteria for the Essentials model—complete with multiple sample 
techniques for each element and practical advice for their implementation. 

$24.95    Pages: 72 
BPP180014  ISBN: 978-1-943920-52-5 

$19.95 
BPP140002

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-01-4

$19.95 
BPP140001

ISBN:  
978-1-941112-00-7

The Essentials for Achieving Rigor series helps teachers intentionally plan for and teach 
rigorous lessons, reflect on their progress, collaborate with peers, and monitor their 
students for the desired results.
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SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION 
& LEADERSHIP

Deliberate Coaching
A Toolbox for Accelerating Teacher Performance

Paul Gavoni, Nicholas Weatherly
Forget the old concept of “behavior consequences” as either good or bad, or that rewards and reinforcement are the same 
thing. According to Gavoni and Weatherly, there is a much bigger picture we’re missing. Deliberate Coaching introduces the 
science of human behavior, or Applied Behavior Analysis. This powerful technique is based in scientific research on learning 
and performance, and can be used to guide your coaching in order to accelerate achievement and performance for all 
outcomes.

$24.95 Pages: 192 
BPP180012  ISBN: 9-781-943920-37-2

BESTSELLER
Cultivating Coaching Mindsets
An Action Guide for Literacy Leaders

Rita M. Bean, Jacy Ippolito
Cultivating Coaching Mindsets provides a framework that 
helps literacy leaders advance literacy instruction to 
improve and deepen learning.

$29.95 Pages: 304 
BPP150501 ISBN: 978-1-941112-33-5

The Gritty Truth of School 
Transformation
Eight Phases of Growth to 
Instructional Rigor

Amy M. Dujon
Amy M. Dujon reveals how schools of all sizes and 
socio-economic and academic backgrounds can 
achieve real faculty and student growth by 
implementing rigorous instruction in the 
classroom. 

$24.95 Pages: 160 
BPP170006 ISBN: 978-1-943920-80-8

Unpacking Coaching 
Mindsets
Collaboration Between Principals 
and Coaches

Jacy Ippolito, Rita M. Bean
A practical reference guide with notes directly from 
the authors, concrete recommendations for 
improvement and self-assessment, and reflection 
questions for both coaches and principals to get the 
conversation started. 

$14.95 Pages: 60 
BPP180003 ISBN: 978-1-94920-27-3

BESTSELLER
School Leadership for Results
A Focused Model, Second Edition

Beverly G. Carbaugh, Robert J. Marzano with 
Kathleen Marx
The authors update their seminal work to reflect the most 
up-to-date literature and understanding of leadership 
roles and responsibilities, translating the research into six 
domains of action every school can take.

$29.95 Pages: 240 
BPP180002 ISBN: 978-1-943920-53-2
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Co-published with

NEW

“A must read for anyone leading or looking to lead in education. Changing the role of the leader to a coach changes the purpose of the 
role of leadership. As outlined in Deliberate Coaching, leaders learn how to use feedback and reflection to change the behaviors of the 
people they lead. A priceless resource!”

— Jennifer Hedeen, Former Principal at St Lucie County Schools



Developing Student Ownership
Supporting Students to Own Their Learning Though the Use of Strategic Learning Practices

Robert Crowe, Jane Kennedy
Developing Student Ownership is a comprehensive professional support for every teacher looking to increase student achievement. 
Robert Crowe and Jane Kennedy combine 50+ years of research, consulting, and practical classroom experience to break down 12 
strategic lear   ning practices in curriculum, instruction, assessment, and classroom climate, supported by self-assessment prompts, 
implementation strategies, and feedback from real teachers and students to increase the opportunities for learning for all K-12 
students.

 
$24.95 Pages: 184 
BPP180016  ISBN: 978-1-943920-55-6

“As a site principal, having a tool that provides context and practice in an accessible format for all is important to building a common 
language around what we can do to build a student-centered classroom and the impact on student learning.”

— Rani Goyal, Principal, Fullerton Union High School

NEW

BOOKS
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How I Wish I’d Taught Maths
Lessons Learned From Research, Conversations with Experts, and 12 Years of Mistakes

Craig Barton
Brought to an American audience for the first time, How I Wish I’d Taught Maths is the story of an experienced and successful math 
teacher’s journey into the world of research, and how it has entirely transformed his classroom. Along the way we meet practical, 
easy-to-implement strategies including Supercharged Worked Examples, Silent Teacher, SSDD problems, low-stakes quizzes, 
diagnostic questions, Purposeful Practice, self-explanations, harnessing the power of the hypercorrection effect, how to (and how 
not to) teach problem-solving and much more.
 
$29.95 Pages: 452 
BPP180017  ISBN: 978-1-943920-58-7

The Language Lens for Content Classrooms
A Guide for K-12 Teachers of English and Academic Language Learners

Sarah B. Ottow
Developing a Language Lens means cultivating a cultural and linguistic responsiveness that improves the learning experience and 
achievement of every language learner—be they English Language Learners, Academic Language Learners, or both. Any student 
can be a language learner, so this guide is for every K-12 instructor who is looking to be more effective, inclusive, and responsive in 
their teaching.
  
$24.95 Pages: 113 
BPP180015  ISBN: 978-1-943920-60-0

NEW

“Part guide to research, part memoir, part survival handbook, it’s a wonderfully accessible guide to the latest research on teaching 
mathematics, presented in a disarmingly honest and readable way.”

— Dylan Wiliam, Emeritus Professor of Educational Assessment, UCL

“This timely book provides a host of highly practical insights for addressing one of our most important challenges faced by educators 
striving to meet the academic and sociolinguistic needs of all students: cultivating the powerful symbiosis of language development and 
content learning.”

– Jeff Zwiers, Senior Researcher, Stanford University Graduate School of Education



NEW

BOOKS
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In Praise of Foibles
The Impact of Mistakes, Failure, and Fear on Continuous Improvements in Schools

Ron Nash
Classrooms should be inviting and safe places where students can strive to achieve worthwhile goals, even as they 
learn that the road to improvement is not always paved; this deceptively simple guiding principle is what Ron Nash 
has spent four decades in education pursuing and refining. In Praise of Foibles: The Impact of Mistakes, Failure, and Fear 
on Continuous Improvement in Schools is the guide every teacher who has ever wanted to take a chance on 
improvement needs to read.

 
$14.95  Pages: 70 
BPP190001  ISBN: 978-1-943920-57-0

And What About You?
Getting Start with Interactive Pairs 
and Small Groups in Classrooms

Ron Nash
Serves as a supplemental guide to The Power of We, 
providing the concrete steps and process 
considerations that make implementing interactive 
techniques in your classroom easy and practical.
 
$14.95 Pages: 80 
BPS180005 ISBN: 978-1-94392-028-0

The Power of We
Creating Positive and Collaborative 
Classroom Communities

Ron Nash
In Ron Nash’s The Power of We, powerful first-hand 
stories supported by expert research help fuel the 
author’s awakening to the truth that engaging 
students means involving them as active participants 
in their own learning.

 
$24.95 Pages: 160 
BPS180001 ISBN: 978-1-94392-026-6

“I do not know of a single other book that addresses so well all the threads than have to be woven together to create great schools, in 
such a readable way.”

—Dylan Wiliam,  Emeritus Professor of Educational Assessment, UCL

The Learning Rainforest
Great Teaching in Real Classrooms

Tom Sherrington
The Learning Rainforest is a guide to making teaching both effective and manageable. Tom Sherrington provides an 
accessible summary of key contemporary evidence-based ideas for the classroom and the debates that all teachers should 
be engaging in, buoyed by his 30 years as a teacher and school leader. It’s a book packed with strategies for making great 
teaching attainable in the context of real schools.
 
$24.95 Pages: 288 
BPP190002  ISBN: 978-1-943920-63-1

”A must read for all educators in an ever-changing educational field. Ron dives deep into long-lasting improvements every school 
leader needs to address to move forward.”

— Dr. William D. Sroufe, Division Superintendent



Engaging the Rewired Brain

David A. Sousa
A must-have for anyone striving to understand 
technology’s impact on the young brain and to prepare 
today’s learners for an increasingly advanced future.

$24.95 Pages: 164 
BPP150402 ISBN: 978-1-941112-25-0  

2016

Performance Assessment
Showing What Students Know          
and Can Do

Susan M. Brookhart
Explore exactly how to make performance assessment a 
routine part of your instruction and implement the most 
effective assessment method in your classroom.

Quick reference guide available.

$27.95  Pages: 168 
BPP150601 ISBN: 978-1-941112-30-4 

Formative Assessment  
in a Brain-Compatible 
Classroom
How Do We Really Know They’re 
Learning?

Marcia L. Tate
Learn how to create brain-compatible learning 
environments that foster high achievement so students 
can knock the top off any test.

$27.95  Pages: 184 
BPP150801 ISBN: 978-1-941112-31-12017

BOOKS FOR THE CLASSROOM
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Educating Hispanic and Latino 
Students
Opening Doors to Hope, Promise, 
and Possibility

Jaime Castellano
Provides tangible strategies to better serve Hispanic 
and Latino students, now the largest ethnic group 
educated in the U.S. public school system.

 
$24.95 Pages: 144 
BPP170005 ISBN: 978-1-943920-21-1

Student Teaming: You Got This!
A Teacher’s Survival Guide

Sara Croll, with Deana Senn
Student Teaming: You Got This! is a survival guide for teachers ready to take on that challenge. Written by Sara Croll, an educator 
and literacy coach in Title 1 schools for ten years, this guide is meant to be used as you need it; for quick-and-dirty, on-the-spot 
help with student teaming. Mark it up, fill it with sticky notes, and flip through to the sections relevant to your lesson, your day, or 
your hour.  

Teachers sometimes struggle with releasing ownership of learning to students because oftentimes ownership was never released 
to them. Through self-reflection questions, specific advice, and practical instruction, this guide gives every educator—those new 
to teaming, the familiar practitioners, and everyone in-between—the confidence to say I got this! 
 
$14.95 Pages: 96 
BPP180013  ISBN: 978-1-943920-51-8



How to Use Questioning 
in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
Explore everything you need to embed outstanding 
questioning in your teaching with 35 techniques and 
over 1,200 high-quality questions to adapt in your 
classroom.

$14.95  Pages: 176 
BPP180011 ISBN: 978-1-943920-49-5 

How to Use Bloom’s Taxonomy
in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
Packed with activities, strategies and techniques, this book 
breaks down Bloom’s taxonomy level-by-level, giving you 
everything you need to master using it in your day-to-day 
practice. 

$14.95  Pages: 208 
BPP180009 ISBN: 978-1-943920-45-7

How to Use Discussion 
in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
Create brilliant lessons filled with great learning 
opportunities with 20 strategies to facilitate discussion 
and over 40 activities for all grades and topics.

$14.95  Pages: 168 
BPP180010 ISBN: 978-1-943920-47-1 

How to Manage Behaviour 
in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
This book gives you all the tools you need to improve the 
quality of classroom interactions, solve those nagging 
behavioral issues, and create a positive, can-do culture.

$14.95  Pages: 168 
BPP180007 ISBN: 978-1-943920-41-9 

How to Teach EAL Students 
in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
Explore activities, strategies and techniques  to ensure 
students who are learning English as an additional 
language thrive, achieve and succeed in their lessons.

$14.95  Pages: 120 
BPP180008 ISBN: 978-1-943920-43-3 

How to Develop Growth 
Mindsets in the Classroom 
The Complete Guide

Mike Gershon
Explore everything you need to establish, cultivate and 
sustain growth mindsets in your classroom with more than 
200 exemplar questions and over 60 strategies and 
activities.

$14.95  Pages: 152 
BPP180006 ISBN: 978-1-943920-39-6 

GREAT TEACHING MADE EASY  
BOOK SERIES
This series includes six practical, classroom-focused books with hundreds of tools and strategies to develop your practice and 
raise student achievement in the classroom.
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Michael D. Toth’s touching parable in Who Moved My Standards? will reignite the joy of teaching and show how strong teams 
can tackle the tough work of meeting standards. The result: students soar to new heights of achievement, helping you undertake 
shifting standards and boost teacher morale.

How do you increase rigor and build teacher morale?

BESTSELLER
Who Moved My Standards?
Joyful Teaching in an Age of Change: A Soaring Tale

Michael D. Toth
Prepare educators to tackle rigorous standards with renewed confidence and enthusiasm. This book is a 
pathway to student-centered classrooms. Teaching becomes easier and much more enjoyable as students 
take responsibility for their own learning and the learning of their peers. 

The book includes a resources section with the SOAR (Students’ Opportunities for Achieving Rigor) Rubric, 
a companion tool to standards-based lesson plans. The rubric drills down the differences between 
traditional (old economy), student-centered, and real-world applied (new economy) techniques for 
gathering student evidence. Teaching becomes easier and much more enjoyable as students take 
responsibility for their own learning and the learning of their peers. This engaging story will help 
educators and learners soar higher and farther than they ever imagined.

$14.95  Pages: 88 
BPP160004 ISBN: 978-1-943920-03-7

SOAR (Students’ Opportunities for Achieving Rigor)
Quick Reference Guide

Michael D. Toth
This laminated two-sided companion tool to standards-based lesson planning puts the SOAR (Students’ 
Opportunities to Achieve Rigor) Rubric right at any teacher’s fingertips. Based on Michael D. Toth’s book, 
Who Moved My Standards? Joyful Teaching in an Age of Change: A Soaring Tale, the SOAR Quick Reference 
Guide helps educators ensure that students are meeting rigorous standards within the context of new 
economy skills and real-world applications.

$4.95  Pages: 2 
RPL160009 ISBN: 978-1-943920-07-5    

2016

Michael Toth uses the art of storytelling to provide a compelling narrative for essential changes that we need to 
see when it comes to instructional design. His SOAR Rubric will assist all educators in adequately addressing the 
challenges that new standards represent while helping them transform instruction to better meet the needs of our 
learners.

—Eric Sheninger, Senior Fellow, International Center for Leadership in Education (ICLE)

COMPANION RESOURCE

Order by 
April 30, 2019

SAVE 20% 
with code LSISPRING19*
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STUDENT-CENTERED LEARNING



Marzano Focused Teacher Evaluation Model: Desired 
Effects
Robert J. Marzano
The laminated Marzano Focused Teacher Evaluation Model Quick Reference Guide gives observers 
easy access to 23 core competencies that lead to rigorous, standards-based instruction. Not only 
does this model create alignment throughout a school or district for thorough, consistent 
implementation—it saves valuable classroom time for everyone. 

$4.95        Pages: 2
RPL170011      ISBN: 978-1-943920-24-2

SECOND EDITION

Cascading Domains of Influence
Robert J. Marzano
Beginning with a clear illustration of the Marzano hierarchical evaluation system, this 
four-page laminate unfolds to 11”  x  17”. A must-have for superintendents, principals, and 
assistant principals, it comes complete with the learning maps associated with the 
Marzano district leader and school leader evaluation models.

$8.95        Pages: 6 
RPL180001        ISBN: 978-1-943920-62-4

Efficiency and convenience make it much easier to deliver rigorous, standards-based instruction. These durable, easy-access 
quick reference guides put the Marzano framework right at any educator’s fingertips. Each guide is protected with glossy,  
high-quality lamination and three-hole punched to fit into your grade book, planner, or binder. 

MARZANO QUICK REFERENCE GUIDES

Taxonomy Crosswalk
Robert J. Marzano
Quickly look up question stems, products, terms, and phrases that take learners from retrieval 
and comprehension to analysis and knowledge utilization. This guide, which opens to 11” x 
25.5”, includes a clear and concise crosswalk chart that compares the taxonomies of Bloom, 
Webb, and Marzano.

$8.95 Pages: 6 
RPL150002 ISBN: 978-1-941112-43-4
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®

Creating the Schools Our Children Need 
deserves your immediate attention.

ROBERT PONDISCIO
Thomas B. Fordham Institute

““

2018 TOP 10 
BOOK OF THE YEAR

TIMES EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT (TES)


